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Sources de vibrations dans 
les machines électriques



La chaine électrique – effets des composants
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Source d’alimentation (AC 
ou batterie)

Variateur Machine Electrique
Arbre

Sortie Mécanique

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a brief overview of electric powertrain we have a power source, be it battery or AC power. This source power is converted to AC power by an inverter. The inverter turns DC power on and off at a 10s of kHz rate. The AC power goes into the motor then translates electrical energy to magnetic/ rotational energy. Rotational energy is then used for some sort of mechanical output.The important thing here is that we have this inverter creating AC power with high frequency switches. This means we have high frequency currents, creating high frequency magnetics, creating high frequency torques. The motor is a filter so it removes a lot of this content from the current but current ripple and torque ripple will result in noise and vibration.That’s where my story starts, we have vibrations from the fundamentals of rotational machinery, but also higher frequency NVH from switching phenomena



Conception moteur et sources de vibrations

• Le couple suit l’enveloppe de l’alimentation
– Oscillation lentes du couple en 

fonction du signal AC
– Oscillations rapides en fonction du 

hachage
– Le moteur joue un rôle de filtre 

passe-bas

• Les forces qui ne sont pas tangentielles à 
la rotation excitent la structure

• Les aimants permanant interagissent avec 
les dents du rotor

– Les aimants sont attires par les 
bobines du stator

– Fonction des aimant/dents
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Moteur à aimants permanants

Forces 
Excitant la 
structureForce produisant du couple

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want torque, but torque causes tangential forces on the shell. The vibration of the shell causes noise. The shell is acting like an amplifier of the tangential forceTorque is a key contributor to noise and vibration. ripple can be thought of having 2 component, a motor construction component and an inverter component. The motor component has to do with rotational speed as well as physical construction. If we first think about the machine being excited by 3 phase AC magnetics. We can see an example of 3 phase excitation from our top graph. The rotor follows the peak excitation causing the motor to spin. The torque also follows this path of peak excitation creating an AC torque component that follows the excitation. Rotor speed is dictated by AC frequency so the torque frequency is a function of speed. The amplitude of this torque ripple is effected by the winding function as well. If the phase windings are over-lapped (distributed winding)  this could help to reduce this AC ripple. If they are not overlapped (concentrated) it may cause a more intense ripple. The bottom picture on the right shows an example of the winding slots for a machine.The second ripple component is the rotor construction. All rotor types will be excited and have magnetics, be it bars in an induction machine, reluctance forces, or permanent magnets. We will focus on the PM for simplicity. The PM on a rotor wants to attract to the iron on the stator. This iron has gaps and variable thickness. For this reason when the machine is rotating the PM on the rotor wants to sitck to one tooth, then to the other tooth. This creates a torque disturbance as a function of number of magnets on the rotor and number of slots. This will also be a function of rotor speed, but have a higher frequency.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotating_magnetic_field
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Analyse de l‘influence 
du pilotage



Fonctionnement du variateur

• Utilisation de signal PWM (largeur 
d’impulsion variable)

– Génération d’un sinus en courant
– Les créneaux de durée variable 

créent des fréquences multiples

• Tension PWM voltage  Courant PWM 
 PWM Magnétique  Couple PWM 
 NVH

– Bruit et vibrations à la fréquence 
de hachage

• D’autres modes de contrôle existent
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Tension, courrant, et couple pour illustrer la 
correlation entre les 3 valeurs

Voltage –
Current –
Torque –

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The inverter in an electric machine turns on and off high power at frequencies ranging from 2-50kHz. Noise and vibration will be caused by both the inverter operation as well as its effects on the rotation of the machine.  Since the inverter is pushing large amounts of power it will have its own noise profile as it turns on and off.This voltage is being turned on and off at variable times we call Pulse width modulation or PWM. This can be seen in the top graph. When the desired sine wave is at zero we have short or no pulses, as it is increasing in amplitude it has longer pulses, and at peak amplitude the switch is almost completely on.  This PWM voltage pattery will vary with load and speed. There is also nothing that dictates the excitation must be PWM. There are a variety of control types that may have different effects on NV. For the reason of different PWM schemes or control types in general it is very useful to have knowledge of Voltage and current when characterizing torque, noise, or vibration. On the bottom graph we have an example of a 6 step control type, which is different than PWM. It has a lower switching frequency which results in more harmonic content in the current and subsequent torque. We can see that when the voltages turn or change state that we get a non sinusoidal reaction in the current. This is then shown in a jagged change in the torque.The point of this is to demonstrate that inverter switching and control can contribute to NV in a variety of ways. Because of this dependence understanding the multi physics system will allow people to correlate and root cause diagnose more quickly.

https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/163239/running-ac-synchronous-motor-with-dc
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Tension –
Courrent –
Couple –

Influence de la tension du variateur sur le couple

• Le couple contient des info fréquentielles
– Excitation AC
– Effets de denture

• Le mode de pilotage influence le couple
– Excitation PWM à gauche
– Excitation « 6 step » à droite

• Ces effets génèrent de vibrations injectées 
à la suite de la chaine (rotor, carters…)

• Les logiques de pilotage sont utilisées 
pour changer le caractère NVH
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Tension,  courant et couple lors d’un 
changement de pilotage pour une machine à 

3 phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have discussed how machine and inverter characteristics effect torque but it is worth taking a closer look at how construction and inverter effect torque and subsequent NV. We can see in the example on the right that we have a PWM excitation on the left hand side of the red line. The PWM excitation has a 13.5kHz switching frequency, results in a sinusoidal current, and has a torque ripple where we can see both the excitation characteristics in the slow wave, as well as the high frequency content in the ripple on top.Then the control type is changed to a 6 step operation. The voltage is now turning on and off at a 600Hz rate, the current has a significant amount of AC content, and the torque has some drastic swings and ripple content. Now visibly we can see that there is a difference, and that it looks like some of the content is the same but with a higher amplitude, but to truly understand we need to step into the frequency domain. 



Contenu fréqu. de la tension, courant et couple

• Le fondamental est similaire pour le 
courant et le couple

• Le pilotage “6 step” génère énormément 
d’harmoniques impaires

– 5th , 7th, 11th, …

• En mode PWM la fréquence de 
hachage est plus présente ainsi que les 
harmoniques paires

– 4x, 5x, 8x, 10x, 12x la fréquence 
de rotation

• Les variations liées au crantage et aux 
pôles magnétiques sont visibles sur le 
couple iniquement
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Poles

5eme harmonique 
electrique

Construction
Switching

PWM 
6 step

PWM 
6 step

Frequency spectrum comparing current and 
torque during PWM and 6 step operation

Current Torque

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we take the previous example and look at it in the frequency domain we start to see some interesting things. In the current we see a significant increase in the typical odd non tripline harmonics (5, 7, 11, 13…), and a major increase in these harmonics when the control strategy is changed. What may be more interesting is looking at the Torque. Unfortunately this test was done with only 1kHz of bandwidth but we still see some very interesting effects. There is almost identical content for the content due to rotational frequency at 50hz which could have something to do with speed, balance, or the test rig. At 200Hz, or 4x the mechanical frequency we see a huge increase in the frequency spectra. This can be linked back to the fact that it is a 4 pole machine, or a construction element. The currently likely has some interaction with the magnetics on the rotor. The spike at 250Hz can be linked back to the large presence of electrical 5th harmonic at 500Hz. The small spike at 400Hz is linked to the 200Hz rotor and construction parameters, and lastly the 600Hz content can be linked to the 100Hz fundamental having 6 switching events per cycle. 6 x 100 = 600hz which is also the switching frequency.Small bands like the spike at 400 Hz may be of interest because if they line up with a machine resonance they could have a disproportionate vibration or noise associated with them. 



Relations courant et vibrations

• Les fluctuations de courant 
génèrent des vibrations

• Les harmoniques de la 
fréquence de rotation sont liées 
aux phénomènes mécaniques 
ou de construction

• Hautes fréquences liées au 
hachage

• Mesures de couple limitées à 
6kHz  Les accéléromètres 
sont des compléments utiles
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Rotation & Harmoniques

CourantVibration
Hachage Variateur
Hachage bobine de champs

Spectres du courant de la vibration pour une 
machine électrique en fonctionnement continu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have established that current causes torque disturbances, and now we want to extend that to vibration. Accelerometers can show a wide range of vibrations from the lower fundamental vibrations to the vibrations as a result of inverter switching. Not all vibrations are directly a result of current, some are tied to construction, balance, etc, but when we look at the current wave form we can easily identify which ones are a result of current.At the low rotational frequency we see many vibrations as a result of the current harmonics. Specifically the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th. The presence of these harmonics is very closely coupled to the presence of vibration. We can see from the figure on the right that the low frequency harmonics line up with a function of pole count.  In this example a machine was run at a steady state speed and load. These vibrations correlates to the torque signature of a signal.  With the information of detailed torque as well as current many NV problems of the fundamental can be diagnosed.In this example we also see effects of the inverter switching at 10kHz in both the vibration and current signatures. Both have the side bands due to the different lengths of the PWM pulses. This is useful information for understanding the system vibration and possibly tying back to the effect of the switching on torque beyond the bandwidth of a torque sensor.Lastly we see a harmonic that is on both sides of 20kHz. It seems like it could be a harmonic of the switching but the shape and amplitude are not right. This is the effects of the rotor field magnetics which are switching at 20kHz. This is a special machine in that it has a separately excited field winding which also needs to be accounted for in the vibration profile. The interesting fact ist hat the frequency of the vibration peaks does not line up perfectly with the frequency of the current peaks. This is another issue that may need further investigation. The value of having both data sets in a common place is that we can start to identify these issues that may be correlated but have an intermediate function between them. 
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La solution eDrive



Bénéfices HBK eDrive

• La solution HBK eDrive solution facilite l‘acquisition 
de donnée électro-mécaniques

– Gestion Tension, Courant, Couple, Vibrations

• Grande précision pour les mesures d‘efficacité

• Evolutif pour vos besoins futurs

• Calculs modifiables et documentés

• Stockage des données brutes autorisant toute analyse 
ultérieure

• Accès à la suite logicielle HBK (Perception, BK 
Connect)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nothing is free and we do make a suite of products for doing this type of testing. We will discuss some of these unique applications today. Testing of an eDrive system would previously require many different boxes and suppliers. Piecing these systems together costs, time, money, and data integrity. The eDrive system provides value by being a Power Analyzer, Data Recorder, and oscilloscope in one box. HBK also provides sensors and software to give you a single source supplier for sensors, acquisition, and software.



Questions?
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HBK Electric 
Power Test

Philippe Potereau
Business Developer at HBK
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